
 

 

jetStamp 790MP and 792MP 
 

 
 

The 790MP is a battery operated model and can do 600-800 imprints on a battery charge. Weight 1lb. This has the ability to store 10 
different imprints, which you can easily switch between with a click of a button on the unit. It has the capability to print a one or two 
line imprint with 20 characters on each line including spaces. The ink will stick very well to plastic, metal, and most non porous 
surfaces- including glass. It has a fixed font size of 1/8”. This machine has a self-traversing head and does not have to come in direct 
contact with the product. 

MSRP: $2,275.00 

Product page: http://handheldinkjet.com/products/handheld-inkjet/jetstamp-790-series/ 
 
The 792MP is a continuous power model that must be plugged in at all times with its 5' cord.  Weight 1lb. This has the ability to store 
10 different imprints which you can easily switch between with a click of a button on the unit. It has the capability to print a one or 
two line imprint with 20 characters on each line including spaces. The ink will stick very well to plastic, metal, and most non porous 
surfaces- including glass. It has a fixed font size of 1/8”. This machine has a self-traversing head and does not have to come in direct 
contact with the product.   

MSRP: $2,275.00 

Product page: http://handheldinkjet.com/products/handheld-inkjet/jetstamp-790-series/ 

 
There is no difference in price between the 790MP and 792MP. The only difference between the two is the 790MP is powered by (4) 
AAA Rechargeable batteries and the 792MP is a permanent power model. If you need to be portable with your Jet Stamp and you 
constantly change multiple part numbers/messages the 790MP would be your ideal solution. If your production will be done in a 
designated spot and you are printing high volume and do not want to recharge batteries the 792MP would be the best fit for you. 
Both of these systems come with batteries (790MP), (1) Black QD Cartridge, Dock station, USB cord, and PCset Easy Marker 10 
software.  You can expect to get approximately 7-8000 imprints per cartridge. 
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